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The main result of this paper is that for any pair of orthogonal Latin squares
of side k, there will exist for all suthciently  large n a pair of orthogonal Latin
squares with the first  pair as orthogonal sub-squares. The orthogonal array
corresponding to a set of pairwise  orthogonal Latin squares, minus the sub-
array corresponding to orthogonal sub-squares is called an incomplete
orthogonal array; this concept is generalized slightly.
1. INTRODUCTION
A Latin square of order 12 is an n-by-n matrix whose entries are chosen
from a set of n objects such that each row and column contains each
object exactly once. Two Latin squares, of the same order, are orthogonal
if they produce a set of distinct ordered pairs when they are superimposed.
Each square of a set of s pairwise  orthogonal latin squares of order n
(sPOLS(n))  may have a Latin sub-square of size k and each sub-square
may appear in the same set of rows and columns. Then these sub-squares
will form s POLS(k).
An orthogonal array of order n and depth s, OA(n,  s), s > 2, is an s
by n2 array with entries chosen from a set of IZ  objects such that the set of
ordered pairs produced by superimposing any two rows are all distinct.
It is well known that the existence of s - 2 POLS(n)  is equivalent to the
existence of an OA(n,  s). To prove this, lable rows of the squares with
the objects in the set upon which all the squares are defined. Do the same
with the columns. For each cell of the square make a column of an array,
with the first entry being the row, the second entry being the column, and
the (i + 2)-th entry being the object in the cell in the i-th square. The
existence of s - 2 POLS(n)  with sub-squares that form s - 2 POLS(k)
is equivalent to the existence of an OA(n,  s) with a subarray  that is an
OA(k,  s). If such an OA(n,  s) is taken and the OA(k, s) removed, one
obtains an example of an incomplete orthogonal array IA@, k, s). An
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s-by-(n2 - k2)  array defined on a set S of n objects with a subset T of k
objects such that the ordered pairs obtained by superimposing any two
rows gives the set of ordered pairs (S x S)\(  T x T) is called an IA(n,  k, s).
Define L(k, s)  to be the smallest number such that, if n 3 L(k, s), then an
IA(n,  k, s)  exists. The major result of this paper is that L(k, 4) is finite.
This implies that, for any k, k # 2 nor 6, if II is sufficiently large, then there
exists a pair of orthogonal Latin squares or order n with orthogonal
sub-squares of side k.
We have seen that an OA(n, s)  with an OA(k,  s)  as a sub-array implies
the existence of an IA(n, k, s). The converse is not true. Although neither
an OA(6, 4) nor an OA(2, 4) exists, an IA(6, 2, 4) does exist as shown
below:
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
5 6 3 4 1 2 2 1 6 5 3 4 6 5 1 2 4 3 4 3 5 6 2 1 1 4 2 3 3 2 4 1
1 2 5 6 3 4 6 5 1 2 4 3 4 3 6 5 1 2 5 6 4 3 2 1 2 4 3 1 3 1 2 4
An incomplete array can also be represented as a set of squares with a
sub-square missing. For example, here is the above IA(6,2,4)  so
represented :
-5 6 3 4 1 2 1 2 5 6 3 4
2 1 6 5 3 4 6 5 1 2 4 3
6 5 1 2 4 3 4 3 6 5 1 2
4 3 5 6 2 1
It does not matter where the sub-square appears or whether the sub-
squares are defined on different symbols. Permuting rows, permuting
columns, or permuting the names of the objects does not affect orthogo-
nality. Also, if a set of POLS have common orthogonal Latin sub-squares,
these sub-squares may be replaced by any set of POLS of the proper size.
Furthermore, an IA(n,  k, s)  and an IA(k,  Z, s)  imply the existence of an
IA@, 1, s).
Incomplete arrays cannot exist for all k less than n, as the following
shows:
THEOREM 1. If an IA(n,  k ,  s)  exists ,  then n >  k(s  - 1) .  Thus
L(k, s)  2 k(s  - 1).
Proof. Let the incomplete array be defined on S and let T be the subset
of S from which pairs cannot appear. Let x be in S and not in T. Now
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consider the n columns with x in the first row. At most one element of T
may occur in each column. But each element of T must occur in each row
of this set of columns. Thus there must be at least k(s - 1) different
columns. Therefore n 3 k(s - 1).
We need one well-known construction for Latin squares. Let R be
a commutative ring with identity, of order n and let x be an element of R
such that it has a multiplicative inverse. Define L,  = (Q), i and j in R,
such that aij = xi + j. Then L,  is a Latin square. Also, if x - y has an
inverse as well as x and y,  then L,  and L,  are orthogonal Latin squares.
This construction implies that, if p is a prime power, then there is an
OA(p, p + 1). One need only consider the finite field of order p,  and L,
for all non-zero x in this field.
2. ADDITION OF LATIN SQUARES
We use a construction of Hedayat and Seiden [l],  and a generalization
thereof. Although they were concerned with finding orthogonal arrays,
their method consisted of finding incomplete arrays and adding complete
sub-arrays. The method depends on the existence of transversals in Latin
squares. A transversal of a Latin square is a set of cells, exactly one in each
row and column, such that all objects upon which the square is defined
appear exactly once as entries in the set. A common transversal of a set
of Latin squares is a set of cells which form a transversal for each square.
A transversal of an orthogonal array is the set of columns corresponding
to a common transversal in a corresponding set of orthogonal Latin
squares. Two transversals are said to be disjoint if the sets of cells (or
columns) are disjoint. One method of obtaining common transversals is
to find a set of pairwise  orthogonal Latin squares, remove one, and note
that the others have common disjoint transversals. All the cells of the
departed square in which one symbol occurs form a common transversal
of the remaining squares.
THEOREM 2 (Hedayat and Seiden). Zf there is an OA(n,  3) with k
disjoint transversals, there is an IA@ + k, k, 3).
Proof. Let L be a Latin square of order of n defined on S with k
disjoint transversals. Let T = {a, , a2 ,...,  ak} be a set of new objects not
in S. Add k new rows and columns to L in the following manner. Place the
entry in the i-th row andj-th  transversal of L into the cell (i, n + j), where
1 < i < n and 1 < j < n; this process is called projecting the j-th
transversal onto the (n + j)-th column. Place the entry in the i-th column
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and the j-th transversal into the cell (n f j, i); this is called projecting the
j-th transversal onto the (n + j)-th row. Now replace the entries in the
j-th transversal by the object uj . Call the resulting n + k-by-n + k square
with a k-by-k sub-square missing, K. It can be seen that K corresponds
to an IA(n + k, k, 3).
A corollary to this theorem is that L(k, 3) = 2k for k 2 6, since there
will exist a Latin square of side n with n disjoint transversals if an OA(n,  4)
exists, and such exists for all positive integers n other than 2 and 6. The
remaining cases can easily be checked by hand to show that L(k, 3) = 2k
for all k.
Let us try to generalize this construction to a pair of orthogonal Latin
squares. Assume there are two orthogonal Latin squares of order IZ  with
2k disjoint common transversals. We choose k of these transversals for
each square, and project them onto new rows and columns. As long as
different transversals are chosen for each square, we shall obtain all desired
pairs if the pairs we break up appear again. Then we obtain an
IA@ + k, k, 4). Let us assume the squares we are dealing with are
constructed over a commutative ring with identity R as done in Section 1.
Let the squares be L,  and L,  , and such that they are both orthogonal to
L, . Then X,  y,  x - y,  x - 1, 1 and y - 1 must all have inverses. For
any a in R, let f,  be the set of cells such i + j = a, where i is the row and j
is the column of the cell. This makes t, a common transversal of L,  and L,  .
Now take any two arbitrary transversals t, and tb  , and project t, in L,
and to  in L,  onto the same column. For all iin R, the pairs (xi + j, yi + k),
where i + j = a and i + k = b, are produced. For some particular i,
this pair will have occurred in some cell, say (r, c). It can be calculated that
(x - y)(r  + c) = b(x - 1) - a(~ - 1). (1)
Thus the sum r + c = B, and hence the transversal te in which the pair
occurred, is independent of which row i is chosen. Similarly, if ta in L,  and
tb  in L,  are projected together onto the same new row, the pairs that are
produced come from the transversal ta , where A is defined by
(x - y) A = yb(x  - 1) - ~a( y - 1). (2)
Solving (1) and (2) for a and b,
u(y - 1) = yB - A,
b(x - 1) = xB - A.
We are now ready for the following theorem:
(3)
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THEOREM 3. If q is a prime power, and d is a proper divisor of q - 1,
then there is an IA(q  + d, d, 4).
Proof. Consider the finite field on q elements GF(q). Let r be an element
of GF(q) that is of order d. We want to find a pair (a, b) such that, if A = ar
and B = br, then a, b, A, and B satisfy (3). If we project t,,z  in L, and
tbrl in L, onto the same row and column for I = 0, l,...,  d - 1, we shall
get back the pairs that appeared in r,,,+l and tb++l  for 1 = 0, I,..., d - 1.
Then we shall get back the same pairs as are destroyed. All pairs with new
objects will automatically appear. Thus, to prove the theorem we need only
find a, b, X,  and y such that
a(y - 1) = ybr - ar,
b(x - 1) = xbr - ar,
and such that a # brz  for any 1 . This last condition ensures that all trans-
versals projected are distinct. Then
y = a(1 - r)/(a - br),
x = (b - ar)/(l - r) b,
y - 1 = (b - a) r/(a - br),
x - 1 = (b - a) r/(1 - r) b,
x - y = -(a - b)2  r/((l - r) b(a - br)).
These are all non-zero if a # brz  for any 1. Such a and b can always be
found.
This construction can be extended to the direct sum of finite fields if d
divides one less than the order of each field. All one has to do is find
solutions a, b, and r in each field and place them in their respective com-
ponents. Thus, if d = 2, one can find an IA(u + 2,2,4)  for any odd a
unless 3 divides u exactly once. Hence IA(v, 2,4) exist for all o E 1, 3, 7,
9, 11, 13, 15 (mod I@,  except D < 6.
3. A RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION
To prove that L(k, 4) is finite, we only need one other basic construction.
It first appeared in a paper by Sade [3],  where it was proved in terms of
quasigroups. However, it is easier to see the consequences in terms of
incomplete orthogonal arrays if the construction is given in terms of Latin
squares.
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THEOREM 4. If there exist:
(1) an OA(u,  n) with n transversal,
(2) an Ww, 4 4,
(3) an OA(w - t, n)
then there exists an IA(v, w, n) and un IA(u, t, n), where v = u(w - t) + t.
If an OA(t,  n) or an OA(w, n) exists as well, then so do an OA(v, n), and
IA(v, u, n) and an lA(v,  w - t, n).
Proof. Let Cl, C2,..., Cn-2 be the squares corresponding to the OA(u,n),
and let them be defined {I,  2,...,  u}. We may assume that their common
transversal occurs down the main diagonal, and that i occurs in cell
(i, i) in each square since permuting rows and symbols does not affect
orthogonality. Let B1, B2 ,..., Bne2  be the squares with missing subsquares
corresponding to the lA(w,  t, n), and let them be defined on S u T, Sand T
disjoint, where Tis the set from which pairs cannot appear. We may assume
the missing square occurs in the upper left-hand corner. Then write Bi as
Bi= [&.
Let Al, A2,..., A+2 be the squares corresponding to the OA(w - t, n),
defined on S.
Before constructing the incomplete orthogonal array, we need to be
able to subscript all or part of the entries in an array simultaneously. Thus,
if X is an array defined on S v T, let us define X, , where k is an integer, to
be the same array X but with a subscript k appearing on all symbols of
S that appear in the array. Note that symbols of T are not subscripted.
Now, for i = 1, 2 ,..,,  n - 2, if
1 x  ...  y
ci  = ” 2 .**
I  I
)
r . . . u
define I J-7; F2i . . . Fui
F G,i  A,i . . . A,i
IF is a square array of side u(w  - t) + t with a sub-square of side t
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missing. It is defined on T u {xi  1 x E S and i E {I, 2,. . .,  u}}, a set of cardinality
u(w  - t) + t. Notice that Fji,  Eji, and Gji form a set of cells isomorphic
to Bi.  It is not difficult to check that, if a Latin square of side t defined on T
were added to the upper left-hand corner of Di, the result would be a
Latin square. Neither is it difficult to check that all the required pairs
occur between Di and Dj for i # j. Thus the set of Di’s, i = 1, 2,...,  n - 2,
are equivalent to an IA(tl, t, n). By removing the Eli, Fli, and Gli, we obtain
an IA(v, w, n).  If either of these incomplete arrays can be completed by
adding an OA(t,  n) or an OA(w, n),  we get an OA(v, n). Then, if we remove
one copy of the OA(w - t, n), we have an IA(v, w - t, n). To find
an OA(u,  n) in this array is slightly more difficult. Let the same symbol
occur in the lower left-hand corner of each Ai, i = 1,  2,...,  n - 2. Consider
the lower left-hand cell in each copy of AXi, and the lower left-hand cell of
Gai as well. If an OA(u,  n) was added to replace Eli, Fli and Gli, make sure
that this same symbol occurs in the proper cell in the i-th Latin square as
well, so that these cells with this symbol form a square sub-array of each Di.
Then removing all these cells leaves an M(v,  u, n).
There is one problem with this construction; the OA(u,  n) must have a
transversal. One way to construct them is to have an extra square ortho-
gonal to each square involved. A second method is to use the recursive
construction itself; if the IA(w, t, n) with an OA(t,  n) added has a trans-
versal passing totally through the OA(t,  n), then OA(v, n) will have a
transversal. A third way is to use the addition construction of Theorem 2;
if all the common transversals of the original squares are not used, and
the added sub-squares also have a common transversal, their union will be
a common transversal. Using these results it can be shown that an OA(v, 4)
with a transversal exists for all z, except 2, 3, 6, and possibly 10, 14, and 26.
Details can be found in [2,  pages 74751.
4. EXISTENCE OF L(k,  4)
We want to show that L(k, 4) is finite for all k.  We shall do this first for
small values of k, and gradually let k get bigger. Of course L(1,4) = 7,
since two POLS(v)  exist for all 2 , except 2 and 6.
LEMMA 1. L(2,  4) isfinite.
Proof. We know that an IA(v, 2,4) exists if 21 = 1, 3, 7,9, 11, 13, or 15
(mod 18),  D > 6. For u*=  4k + 2, we can construct an IA(v, 2,4) by
letting u = k, w = 6, and t = 2 in the theorem, for k large enough.
Table I indicates recursive constructions for IA(r,  2, 4)‘s working
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modulo 36. We assume k is sufficiently large for the construction to work.
If a number is italicized, it means an incomplete array should be used
rather than orthogonal array of that order, in some part of the
construction.
TABLE I
V li W t Comments
36k
36k + 4
1 3
36k + 5
9k + 2
36k + 8
36k + 12
1 2
36k + 16
721+ 16
36k + 17
721+ 17
36k + 20
36k + 23
36k + 24
721+ 24
721+ 24
36k + 28
36k + 32
36k + 35
9 4k
4k 13
4 4
4 9k + 2
k 11
4 9k + 2
4k + 1 1 2
4 3
4 9k + 4
8 91+  2
9k + 4 5
91+  2 9
4k + 2 11
4 9k + 6
8 91 + 3
24 31+  1
12k + 9 4
0
4
1
1
2
0
3 9
0 -
0 k odd
0 k = 21
1 k odd
1 k = 21
2
omitted
0 k odd
0 k = 21,lodd
0 I even
1
omitted
TABLE II
V u W t
15k + 2 3k 7 2
15k + 5 5 Sk + I 0
15k + 8 5 3k + 4 3
3k + 4 k-t1 4 1
15k + 11 5 3k + 3 1
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Then an IA(u,  2,4) exists for all large enough ZJ unless possibly u 2 23,
29, or 32 (mod 36). Thus problems arise only when u = 2 (mod 3).
Table II gives constructions modulo 15 for such u, unless a = 14 (mod 15).
Therefore, unless u E 59, 104, or 179 (mod ISO),  and IA(v, 2,4) exists
for large enough a.  But these cases can be disposed of as indicated in
Table III. Hence L(2,4) is finite. Considering special cases, minor refine-
ments of this method can be used to show that L(2,4) < 33. Details may
be found in [2,  pages 77-811.
TABLE III
V II W t Comments
18Ok + 59 4 45k + 17 3 45k + 1 7 = 2 (mod 15)
45k + 1 7 9k + 3 7 2
9k + 3 3 3k + 1 0
180k + 104 4 45k + 26 45k -I- 26 = 11 (mod 15)
180k + 179 4 45k + 47 3
45k + 47 9k + 9 7 2
9k + 9 3 3k + 3 0
LEMMA 2. L(3,4)  is$nite.
Proof. An IA(3k,  3,4) exists for all large enough k by Theorem 3,
with t = 0, w = 3, and u = k; an IA(3k  + 1, 3, 4) exists for all large
enough k by Theorem 3 with t = 1, w = 4, and u = k. Also, if we look
back to the second table in Theorem 5, we see that one can obtain an
IA(u,  I, 4) where u = 2 (mod 3),  D + 14 (mod 15),  1 =  0 or 1 (mod 3),
and I is arbitrarily large. Thus an IA@,  3,4) can be found, and hence so can
an IA(q 3, 4),  unless u E 14 (mod 15). Using Table IV, working
modulo 60, we can find an IA(u, 3,4) for all large enough ZJ.  Details to
show that L(3,4) < 36 can be found in [2,  pages 81-831.
TABLE IV
v u W t
6Ok+14 4 15k + 5 2
60k + 29 4 15k + 8 1
6Ok+44 4 15k + 11 0
60k + 59 4 15k + 1 7 3
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LEMMA 3. If there is an OA(k,  n) with a transversal, then L(k, n) <  km,
where m = max{L(j, n)lj  = 0, I,...,  k  - 11.
Proof. For any v, v = k l + j for j = 0, l,...,  or k - 1. If 1 >, m, we
may use the recursive construction with u = k, w = I + j, and t = j.
An immediate corollary of Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 is that L(4, 4),  and then
L(5,4), are finite. It can be shown that L(4, 4) < 75 and L(5, 4) < 75 (see
[2, pages 84-871).
LEMMA 4. L(6, 4) isfinite.
Proof. if v = 4k + 2, an IA(v, 6, 4) exists for all but a finite number of
V’S,  since we can take u = k, w = 6, and t = 2 in the recursive con-
struction. If v = 3k,  and IA(v, 6,4) can be constructed for large enough k
using Lemma 1 and a variant of the recursive construction. Use an
IA(k,  2,4) for the OA(u,  n) and an OA(3,4) for the IA(w, t, n), with t = 0.
Then the OA(3,4) can also be used as the OA(w ~ t, n) so that a trans-
versal of the IA(k,  2,4) need not be used, since all occupied cells of the
IA(k,  2,4) would be treated identically anyway. We shall end up with two
squares with sub-squares of side 6 missing. It is easy to check that they
correspond to an IA(3k,  6, 4). Thus v = 0, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 10 modulo 12
are done. Since
12k + 1 = 3k(5  - 1) + 1,
12k + 4 = 4(3k  + 4 - 4) + 4,
and 12k + 7 = 4(4k  + 2)(4  - 1) + 1,
we can use the recursive construction for these cases as well. This leaves
2 , = 5, 8, and 11 modulo 12, all of which are congruent to 2 modulo 3.
Using Table II, we can solve all but v = 14 (mod 15). But, by using u = 5,
w = 3k + 6, and t = 4, we can construct an IA(15k  + 14, 3k + 6, 4),
and therefore construct an IA(15k  + 14, 6, 4). This shows that L(6, 4)
exists.
A corollary to this lemma and Lemma 3 is that L(k, 4) exists for
k = 7, 8, and 9.
LEMMA 5. L(3k, 4) <  9m, where m = max{L( j, 4)/j = k or j < 9}.
Proof. Consider the pair of orthogonal Latin squares L, and L, over
GF(9),  as defined in Section 1. GF(3) is a subfield of GF(9). The set of rows
and columns corresponding to this subfield define orthogonal subsquares
of side 3. Any common transversal of L, and L, will cut this sub-square in
exactly one cell. Use this pair of squares in the recursive construction
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withu=9,w=l+j,t=j,andv=9f+j,wherel>mandj<9.
If the OA(l,  4) is replaced by an IA(l,  k, 4) for cells in this 3-by-3 sub-
square, and if the IA(Z + j, j, 4) corresponding to the cell in both the
transversal and the sub-square is replaced by an IA(l + j, k, 4) on proper
symbols and in the proper position, then an IA(v, 3k, 4) will result.
Therefore L(3k,  4) < 9m.
LEMMA 6. If an OA(k,  4) exists and L(k,  4) exists, then L(2k,  4) exists.
Proof. We know L(k,  4) exists for k < 10.  Then L(3k,  4) and L(9k,  4)
exist by Lemma 5. By using the recursive construction with an IA(9, 2,4)
and an OA(k,  4) as done in Lemma 4 to obtain an IA(3k,  6,4),  we can
obtain an IA(9k,  2k, 4). Therefore we have that L(2k,  4) < L(9k,  4).
THEOREM 5. L(v, 4) exists for all v.
Proof. Using Lemma 6, L(10, 4),  L(14, 4),  and L(26, 4) exist. Then by
using Lemma 3 repeatedly, L(v, 4) exists for all v.
The above proof shows that L(v, 4) < O(v!).  By using Lemma 5,
could cut this bound to an exponential upper bound. But even this would
be a bad bound. In fact, I feel it is likely that L(v, 4) = (3 + O(1)) v.
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